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New 

Firmware 

Version 

1.41.13 

New 

Resident 

Version 

1.3.1 

Added support for firmware download over EtherCAT (FoE). 

Important Note: ServoStudio will update resident firmware 

automatically if needed.  

Release Date 8/1/2017  

ECO # TBD 

Previous 

Firmware 

Version 

1.15.39 

Companion 

ServoStudio 

Software 

ServoStudio version 1.41.12.1 

Related Part 

Numbers 

CDHD – xxx xx xx x (all versions) 

DDHD – xxx xx xx x (all versions) 

General 

Notes 

CDHD/DDHD Firmware 

� New drive-based autotuning for Servotronix PRO2 servo motors. 

� Added support for electronic motor plate (MTP) for plug-and-play 

connectivity with PRO2 servo motors.  

� Added support for sensAR encoder protocol.  

� Increased HD Control Loop sample rate to 125µs. 

� Added 3rd Anti-Vibration filter. Drive can now suppress 

vibrations at 3 different frequencies.    

� Added BiSS-C, Tamagawa 23-bit absolute and NIKON 20-bit 

absolute encoder protocol support. Available in CDHD 

AP/AF/EC/EB models. Not available in DDHD 

� Added support for firmware download over EtherCAT (FoE). 

Functionality verified with Beckhoff EtherCAT controller.  

� Added mean square (MSQ) filter on analog input. 

� Added sine motion profile generator.  

� Added firmware support for AC line detection (for CDHD STO and 

DDHD hardware). 

� Added support for EtherCAT touch probe. 

� Added S-curve shaping filter on external command. 

� Added encoder following mode. 

� CANOpen/EtherCAT default PDO mapping have changed: 

Removed PDOs 0x60C1, 0x60B1, 0x60F4, 20F9, 0x2134, 

0x6078, 0x606C. For optimized fieldbus networking it’s 

recommended explicitly configure the mapping per application 

requirements.  

� Added support for sensAR Multi-Turn encoder 

� Product code (object 1018h/2) set to 0. 

� Resolved issues. 
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 CDHD GUI 

� Developed on Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) for 

improved graphic design. 

� Added drive-based autotuning wizard screen. 

� Added support for PRO2 motors and sensAR encoder. 

� Added graphical representation of HD loop transfer function and 

frequency response chart. 

� Added support for additional products: DDHD and CDHD 

EtherCAT-B  

� Improved inertia estimation accuracy in PC-based autotuning.   

� New firmware download tool using *.SFW files. 

� Updated motor libraries for MT, PRO, and PRO2. 

� Supports new firmware features 

 

Note about Autotuning modes: 

CDHD/DDHD with  

3rd party motors  

CDHD/DDHD with  

PRO2 motors and sensAR 

encoder 

Previous PC-based Autotuning 

implemented in ServoStudio 

NEW drive-based Autotuning 

implemented in the CDHD 
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Compatibility The version is backward-compatible with previous firmware 

versions. Existing drive parameter files can be downloaded with full 

backward compatibility to a drive with the new firmware.  

Expected issues will be limited to the following: 

� Variables in the original parameter file that are not recognized 

by the new firmware will cause “ERR 20 Unknown Command” to 

be returned. 

� Variables in the original parameter file that are now password-

protected will cause “ERR 66 Password Protected” to be 

returned. Those parameters will not affect the existing 

applications. 

� The default value of parameter MOVESMOOTHSRC has been 

changed to 15. This means the smoothing filter will be applied 

on a position reference command. If using a parameter file from 

firmware 1.4.6, it is recommended to modify the file and set 

MOVESMOOTHSRC=9 in order to maintain full compatibility.  

� Note: for Hiperface/EnDat encoders’ users:  Since added support 

for saving electrical angle and position offset into encoder 

memory, the user should run one time HSAVE command to store 

angle and offset into encoder memory. Or HSAVE 1 if don’t want 

use this functionality.  

Important note: Before upgrading the firmware, it is strongly 

recommended to create a new backup SSV file.  

Update 

Process 

Perform the following steps to update existing applications: 

1. Make sure you have a copy of each drive’s parameter file, and 

keep these files secured. 

2. Download the appropriate firmware file (*SFW). 

3. Download the appropriate drive parameter file to each drive in 

the machine. Error messages are expected as described above.  

4. Execute SAVE to save the parameters in the drive’s non-volatile 

memory. 

5. Cycle power, and run the machine. If machine behavior has 

changed, contact Servotronix Technical Support. 

6. Retrieve the parameter file from each drive, and save the files 

for future reference and backup. 
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New 

Firmware 

Features 

 

� Servo drive autotuning for PRO2 servo motors   

Previously autotuning was executed in the PC by the ServoStudio 

software and had limited functionality. The new Autotuning is 

implemented and executed in the servo drive. New wizards in 

ServoStudio guide users through the Autotuning process.  

Autotuning finds and sets:  

- Moment of inertia (LMJR) 

- All HD control loop gains (All KNL* parameters) 

- If required, sets Antivibration2 and Antivibration3 parameters 

  (All NLAN* parameters)  

- Command filters, gearing, and smoothing parameters. 

Tuning can be performed by any of the following methods: 

Express Autotuning. Using ServoStudio wizard, select/set 

motion profile. 

Advanced Autotuning. Using ServoStudio wizard, select/set 

motion profile, set/select some parameters manually. 
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� HD control loop version 5  

Enhancements in HD control and compatibility with the new 

drive-based Autotuning. Sample rate increased to 8KHZ to 

increase bandwidth of position loop.  

User can define the type of position loop controller (see table 

below).  

POSCONTROLMODE=5 is recommended for all new applications. 

This is also the default value, and must be used with the new 

drive-based Autotuning. 

POSCONTROLMODE = 0 = 1 = 2 = 5 

Control loop Linear HD Ver01 HD Ver02 HD Ver05 

Supported by ServoStudio  Yes No No Yes 

Supported by ServoStudio 
Autotuning 

No No No Yes 

Sample rate  4kHZ 4kHZ 4kHZ 8kHZ 

Relevant parameters: POSCONTROLMODE 

 

� Anti-vibration version 3   

New anti-vibration algorithm 

Relevant parameters: all NLAN*3 parameters 

Up to 3 different resonances frequency can now be suppressed. 

� Extended fault history 

More lines in fault log  

Relevant parameter: FLTHIST 

� Clear fault history was removed 

Fault log is maintained in the drive for diagnostic and repair 

purposes.  

Relevant parameter: FLTHISTCLR 

� Commutation error on Z index 

Defines the maximum commutation deviation from the index 

position before a slip fault is declared.  

Relevant parameter: COMMFLTTRESH 

 � Position limit hysteresis 

To avoid false activation of a software limit switch due to an 

unstable control loop, user can set hysteresis values. 

Relevant parameter: POSLIMHYST 

� Software and transient position limit mode 

Defines whether the software position limits function or the 

transient position limit function is enabled. 

Relevant parameter: POSLIMMODE 

� AC line loss detection 

Important note: available only on CDHD with STO certification 

(-ST models) and DDHD. 

Relevant parameters: LINELOSSMODE, LINELOSSRECOVER, 

LINELOSSTYPE 
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 � Definition of position command smoothing source 

Relevant parameter: MOVESMOOTHSRC 

� Touch probe  

Capture real-time variables values by utilizing touch probe.  

Relevant parameter: INMODE 27 and 28 

� Regeneration resistor overload protection. 

A new function, allows user to set parameter to protect the 

external regeneration resistor. 

Relevant parameters: REGENFLTMODE, REGENMAXONTIME, 

REGENPOW, REGENRES 

� Motor commutation error management 

Motor commutation errors are typically caused by an incorrect 

wiring, parameters settings or mall functional encoders. User can 

set parameters to detect uncontrolled motion and issue fault.  

Relevant parameters: COMMERRMAXCNT, COMMERRTTHRESH 

COMMERRVTHRESH          

 � Analog secondary feedback 

User can use ±10V as secondary input for the position loop 

Relevant parameter: All SFB* parameters. 

� Support for Sankyo encoder 

Absolute rotary encoder; 17-bit per revolution; 24-bit multi-turn 

counter. Requires MENCRES=32768  

Relevant parameter: FEEDBACKTYPE 14 

� New phase find procedure mode 

Added PHASEFINDMODE=5. This mode is similar to 4, but 

current is limited to IMAX instead MICONT 

Added PHASEFINDMODE=12. Applies the ZERO parameter and 

uses the resulting MPHASE 

Relevant parameter: PHASEFIND 5 and 12 

 � User-selectable baud rate for all serial communication feedback 

devices. New function. 

Relevant parameter: FEEDBACKBR 

� 7-segment display modes 

0 = Serial communication operation modes are displayed 

1 = Fieldbus operation modes are displayed 

2 = Node IDs are displayed 

Relevant parameter: DISPLAYMODE  

� Gearing limit modes 

Defines how the drive performs electronic gearing when 

operating in Gear Position mode (OPMODE 4). 

Relevant parameter: GEARLIMITSMODE 

� Saving electrical angle and position offset. New function. 

Allows user to save parameters into feedback device memory. 

Relevant parameter: HSAVE 
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 � Supports MENCRES=1 

� Hall sensor state based index output  

� MPITCH can accept fractional 0.000 mm values  

� Added parameter for reading position command before 

smoothing. 

For debugging. Reads the raw target data from the fieldbus. 

Relevant parameter: PCMDFBRAW 

� New homing types added 

Relevant parameter: HOMETYPE 9, 10, 13, 14, 26, 30 

� Motor power cable disconnect detection (three-phase) 

The current of one of the motor phases is effectively zero.  

Relevant error: r27 FLT51 

� Many new CANopen objects (Refer to CANopen manual) 

 � Mean square (MSQ) filter on analog input.  

Relevant commands: 

ANIN1FILTMODE,ANIN1FILTAFF,ANIN1FILTIN,ANIN1FILT1, 

ANIN1FILT2, ANIN1FILTVELFF 

� Added encoder follower mode.  

Relevant command: ENCFOLOWER 

� Added moving average filter on Velocity command  

Relevant command: VELCMDMOVEAVG 

� Added support for sensAR Multi-Turn encoders: 

FEEDBACKTYPE=19 

MTTURNRESET command to reset encoder battery alarm 

and 0 multi-turn position information. 

� Added command ignore battery fault in multi-turn encoders.  

Useful if needed operate multi-turn encoder with battery in 

single turn mode.  

 

 

Known 

issues and 

limitations 

� 4452 DECDIST feature does not work  

� 4488 RT Over-load alarm might occur when using EC with more 

than 4 PDO , Nikon Feedback and Cubic interpolation 

� ServoStudio cannot communicate with the drive over CAN 

� CDHD EDS file (used for CANopen) is not supported by the 

Beckhoff controller.  

 


